**DigiKam**

Sort your photos like a pro. DigiKam is an advanced photo management app that supports dynamic and custom albums, tagging, and commenting. DigiKam stores lots of photo meta-information to make finding the perfect photo fast and easy. It also supports in-app editing, and has a built-in lightbox.

**Learn More...**
- http://www.digikam.org/drupal/
- http://userbase.kde.org/Digikam
- http://osp.wikidot.com/
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**UFRaw**

Correct your digital images using all of the image data. UFRaw reads and manipulates raw digital images. It supports color management, batch image processing, and GIMP integration. Features include raw data histograms, spot values, exposure adjustment, white balance, interpolation, and much more.

**Learn More...**
- http://ufraw.sourceforge.net/
- http://osp.wikidot.com/
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**Hugin**

Turn your photos into amazing panoramas! Hugin is an easy to use cross-platform panorama stitcher. Hugin allows manual or automatic creation of control points for fine-grained control of the final product. It supports several different project types including mercator, fish-eye, and others. You can also use hugin to correct distortion in digital images.

**Learn More...**
- http://hugin.sourceforge.net/
- http://hugin.sourceforge.net/tutorials